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Johnson Compounding & Wellness in Waltham, Mass'

looks like many other compounding pharmacies lt has

large, bright, sterile and non-sterile compounding labs' a

call center for handling prescriptions, and a broad range

of homeopathic medications and supplements to meet

the needs of Patients.

However, Johnson Compounding & Wellness has one

thing that is different from many other compounding
phaimacies: it has a direct contract with Lumara Health

(a division of AMAG Pharmaceuticals) to dispense FDA-

approved Makena@ (hydroxyprogesterone caproate

injection). Like many compounders, Johnson's used

to compound a version of this drug, commonly known

as "17P."

So in addition to preparing many compounded
medications, Johnson Compounding & Wellness

operates, in essence, as a specialty pharmacy for
patients Prescribed Makena.

"strong relationships with physicians' offices and a

major focus on customer service made Johnson's a

peifect candidate for such a partnership," said John

Walczyk, PharmD, Pharmacy Manager' "Since Makena

is commercially available and hasn't been in a shortage

situation, pharmacists shouldn't compound lt' We can

get lt quickly, keep it in stock, and we are successfully

iubmittlng claims for it. Addltionally, Lumara helps

patients who can't afford the therapy and there have

been several patients of ours we've helped access their
prescription assistance program"'

Just a short while ago, a partnership between any

compounding pharmacy and the makers of Makena

would have seemed improbable, if not impossible'

When Makena was launched in 2011, its high initial price

triggered a public outcry that led the US Food and

Drug Administration (FDA) to exercise "enforcement

discretion," an unprecedented step that allowed
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pharmacists to continue to compound 17P' This move

was applauded at first by multiple professional societies'

including the American College of Obstetricians and

Gynecologists (ACOG).

Typically, if a medication is FDA-approved and

commercially available, compounding is limited to

cases where the manufacturer's product can't meet the

need for a particular patient (e.g , a different dose or

formulation). FDA reversed lts March 2011 position on

Makena in June 2012, and returned to the customary
FDA stance on the compoundlng of commercially
available FDA-approved drugs, which restricts
compoundin g of 17P to only those individual patients

unable to take the aPProved drug'

The longstandlng relationship between pharmaclsts and

the medical community regardlng 17P led to Lumara

seeking out partnerships with these pharmacists'

Lumari has created a network of geographically

dispersed compounding pharmacies that now dispense

Makena. Lumara worked with Massachusetts-based
Gates Healthcare Associates, a consultancy that has

pioneered clinical and entrepreneurial advances in the

field of pharmacy compounding, headed by Ernest

P. Gates, Jr., RPh. A longstanding leader in the field

and an expert on the regulation and accreditation of

compounding pharmacies, Gates is seen as one of the
people who helped lead compounding pharmacy back

to a prominent place in the healthcare ecosystem'

Gates also invented the lozenge mold, which is used

by compounding pharmacies in daily practice across

the nation.

Gates and Senior Associate Bill Mixon, RPh, worked with

compounding pharmacles to help them see the benefits

of a potentlal PartnershiP.

"ln the past, the traditional model was to push the

compounder aside," observed Mlxon' "This is the first

time I know of where a manufacturer has partnered with
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